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CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Are you  
on the map?

If you haven’t been paying attention to the entire 
end-to-end journey that your customers are on,  
then chances are your B2B and NFP counterparts  
have and are. 

In a recent Forrester Study, 81% of B2B customer 
experience professionals indicated they are mapping 
experiences from the customer’s perspective.

Mapping also enables charities to understand the  
donor experience, their needs and frustrations so 
that positive changes can be made to improve donor 
acquisition and retention.

The risk is that the overall experience your competitors are 
providing is better and stronger than yours.

WHAT IS CUSTOMER JOURNEY?

The customer journey marks the interactive process and roadmap that 
clients and prospects have with your brand. It is a kinetic process that moves 
customers from an initial state of awareness through an interaction and 
purchase decision with your product or service.

Each touch point along the customer journey is an important part of an overall 
brand experience. Elements such as customer waiting times, sales processes, 
brand and marketing strategies, technology and complaint handling all 
become key influencing factors.
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The customer experience (CX) has 

been described as the next ‘competitive 

battleground’. 

One of the bigger questions for marketers becomes 
whether or not your organisation is accounting 
for this experience? Another pressing area for 
discussion centers around whether the ‘B2B/NFP 
experience’ is next to follow in the footsteps of  
B2C counterparts. 

HOW WILL THE WAY WE IMPLEMENT CX IN 
THE BUYERS’ JOURNEY DIFFER FROM B2C, 
IF AT ALL? 
Research does suggest that enterprise buyers in the 
B2B world are also beginning to mimic consumer-
buying behaviours. In-step with the current trend, 
the CX or customer experience is starting to hold 
more weight than cost in the buying process.

This is a significant development in influencing 
brand perception and buyer behaviour. It matters in 
the non-profit world too, with donors increasingly 
wanting a seamless, transparent and positive digital 
experience.

The customer experience

CONVERGENCE OF MARKETING  
TECHNIQUES

When you think about the new ways traditional 
B2B customers and NFP prospects are using digital 
information (much the same as B2C), it becomes clear 
that the convergence of NFP, B2B and B2C marketing 
techniques are almost a necessity. All sides now need 
to look for the best ways to optimise how they connect 
with customers. As the behaviours become much the 
same, so to should the marketing techniques. 

Below is an excellent visual representation, showing 
the convergent crossover points specifically between 
traditional B2B and B2C marketing.

More than half (61 per cent) of 
buyers consult third-party sources 

before consulting a company’s Salesforce. 
These sources include third-party sites, 
feedback from a business partner, social 
channels and conversations with peers 
who already have experience with the 
product or service. These sources beyond 
the reach of a company’s Salesforce are 
a factor for 89 per cent of buyers when 
making B2B buying decisions.”

TRADITIONAL B2B TRADITIONAL B2C MODERN CROSSOVER POINTS

Lead Generation

Relationship-driven

Heavily informational

Small, focused target audience

Narrow-cast

Brand building

Product-driven

Catchy and emotional

Large target audience

Broadcast

Cross-channel brand experience

Account-based marketing, loyalty-driven

Experiential marketing, content marketing

Nurture marketing, cohort analysis

Segmentation & personalisation, 
marketing automation

CONVERGENCE CROSSOVER POINTS

Information originally published by GoodData for MarketingProfs.

CUSTOMER JOURNEY
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY

THE AUTOMATION OF SALES AND 
PROCESSES

Like our B2C counterparts, this same study shows 
that investments into streamlining processes and 
technology are also changing to optimise the 
customer experience. Top areas of spend include: 
sales and support technology, investment in 
people, training and service interactions and sales 
automation technology.

THE SOCIAL B2B BUYER

Decision-makers are using social. The importance 
of social media is further highlighted for B2B (as 
well as non-profits) as an important touch point 
along the road of the customer journey. 

The main point to remember is that your B2B 
buyers are consumers too.  

In the B2B world, social media campaigns focus 
more on community and network building through 
associations and personal connections. Brand and 
emotion become bigger players here in this social 
landscape. For non-profits, social media campaigns 
should seek to connect the donor to your cause as 
well as provide excellent sharable content.

QUALITY EXPERIENCES 

The customer experience has actual monetary value 
for business.

This has huge implications. Enhancing the end-to-end 
experience of your customers whether B2B, NFP or 
B2C clearly matters.

SO HOW CAN ORGANISATIONS DELIVER A 
CX THAT WILL GENERATE BENEFITS FOR 
THEIR CUSTOMERS AND MOST IMPORTANTLY 
IMPROVE THEIR BOTTOM LINE?

Organisations need to be able to deliver a customer 
experience that is dual and total. This means that 
both the needs and the priorities of buyers, as well as 
the needs and priorities of those customers who will 
actually use the product or service must be identified 
and delivered to satisfaction.

In fact, our research reveals that 
purchasing decision makers, similar 
to consumers, are paying more for 
products and services in the name of a 
better customer experience. In the last 
six months, 56 per cent of purchasing 
decision makers within companies report 
paying more for a product or service 
because the customer experience was 
better than other, less expensive options.  
- Source, Avanade Study

Just as there is a new breed of 
consumers known as the ‘connected 

consumer’ who relies heavily on digital 
and social technologies, there is a group 
of ‘heavy social media users’ in B2B, 
known as the ‘Social B2B buyer.” - Scoop
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Customer Journey Mapping defines your audience’s 

buying journey towards a commercial goal. Empathy 

and data become friends, while team members involved 

in the mapping process need to dive into the mindset of 

customers and identify the real life pain points.

Journey Mapping carefully plots all the information your 
audience needs to facilitate buying decisions; taking them on a 
psychological journey where they will then be receptive to your 
brand and sales messages. 

The customer journey map itself is a visual representation of 
every experience your customers has. 

It can be used to design and forecast for new experiences and to 
optimise and repair a chink in the current journey chain that is not 
currently working.

Customer journey 
mapping
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Proactive journey mapping – acts as a wake up 

call for an organisation to promote new products 

or design for the best interactions from the outset. 

It is best used to reinvent and perceive entirely new 

experiences and is further used to:

Reactive journey mapping – utilised as ‘response’ 

mapping to changes in the market or internal 

business. Also it is used to:

While most organisations have cottoned onto 

the importance of journey mapping, only 21% of–

primarily B2B companies–have expanded this to 

include the full eco-system of business operations 

including people, process and technologies that 

deliver the journey.

THERE ARE 2 PRIMARY TYPES 
OF MAPPING:

Create new offerings and envision the future

Fix broken experiences

Capitalise on an opportunity

Continuously deliver the best experiences

Differentiating from competitors

Move beyond repairing experience to elevating it overall

CUSTOMER JOURNEY
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AWARENESS AND 
INVESTIGATION

Key focus on: brand and lead 

generation

Buyer behaviours: Customers and donors at the 

beginning of the journey are likely to:

This is where prospects get to see what all the fuss 

is about. Your brand or organisation has piqued 
their interest.

How to win: You want to create a positive 

experience and perception of your brand. Having 

enough high quality assets – graphics and content 

– that showcases your brand as a viable option 

able to address their needs is a must. The same 

goes for any printed or email marketing campaign. 

Tracking data on your website by breaking visitors 
into persona groups will provide further valuable 

insights. It will also help you to qualify leads and 

donors, especially when they return which can assist 

with any further follow-ups via phone or email.

CONSIDERATION AND 
EVALUATION

Key focus on: bidding and  

proposal

Buyer behaviours: This time your customer or 

donor prospect is returning to gage how effective 

your products or services might be in meeting their 

specific needs by:

How to win: Keyword tailored landing pages 

are an effective way to ensure you are capturing 

prospects with a particular need. Additionally, 

be sure to highlight key features of your cause, 

product and or service. Videos including explainer 

videos are great because they provide a strong 

mental image, positive brand perception and build 

emotional engagement. 

Steps along the customer journey
Creating your customer journey map

CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Stop by your website 

Discover you through an online or marketing 
campaign 

Show some interest in your brand/cause/
products 

Have heard about your brand from ‘somewhere’

Read a blog post or interacted on social media

An assessment of the positive attributes your 
brand offers including price  

Assessing and collecting information

Reading about the reputation of your non-profit

Reading reviews and testimonials

Visiting the websites of competitors and 
comparing

0
1

0
2
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B2B DEMAND GENERATION

DECISION AND PURPOSE

Key focus on: negotiation  

and close

Buyer behaviours: 

How to win: Make sure your website presents clear 

information to alleviate doubt and promote your 

cause, products or service. Impressive testimonials 

and case studies are also effective. Blog posts and 

FAQs can help to explain processes and address 

concerns. Additionally, members of your sales 

team should be able to answer provide exceptional 

customer service via email, phone or message 

service. Email marketing featuring promotions, 

offers or bonus content can also help gently push 

your prospect towards purchase.

LOYALTY AND 
ADVOCACY

Key themes are: retention and 

referral

Buyer’s behaviour: Do not underestimate the 

untapped potential of your loyal customer base. 

Customer loyalty and advocacy hold the biggest 

untapped potential inside of your business.

How to win: Reward customer loyalty with 

incentives to encourage repeat business and 

donations. For B2Bs member sites or further 

discounts can be an effective way to keep 

customers returning. With referrals - rewards for 

any new customers or reviews provided to your 

social pages or testimonials can help boost trust 

and credibility.

Spend more time looking at pricing and  

case studies

May also make the first steps to contact your 

organisation via a ‘contact us’

Phoning through to speak to customer service 

and sales representatives

Strong and emotional brand connection

Regular buyer or donor

Recommend your organisation to other people

Write or leave a positive review on social media

Talk about their positive brand experience

0
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The customer advocate doesn’t just love 

what you do, they are also willing to go the 

next step and actively recommend your 

brand to other potential customers.

IT’S A SYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIP
The most important thing to realise is the value of 
steadily and consistently building a relationship 
with customers and donors. It’s important to 
maintain a positive brand connection over the 
course of their journey. This also includes steps 
that sit towards the latter stages of the purchasing 
process like customer service and billing. Focus 
areas here for your brand include building trust, 
and increasing the ease of service.

Make sure you have carefully accommodated for 
your loyal customers and are connecting with 
them in meaningful ways. Where possible, think up 
strategies that allow you to expand on this power 
base either through loyalty programs, special offers 
or exceeding expectations. The idea is to turn your 
customers into raving advocates for your brand.

How do customers become
brand advocates? 

B2B DEMAND GENERATION

Acquiring new customers can be 
25 times more expensive than 

retaining new ones.”

Reach donors and customers 
where they are on the journey

WE CAN HELP YOU DESIGN A 
CUSTOMER JOURNEY WORTH 
FOLLOWING

For the last sixteen years Make it Happen 
has brought brands and customers together 
through inventive and inspiring marketing. 
If you’re ready to design a customer journey 
with a memorable point of difference, 
or would like to discuss how we might 
collaborate with your internal marketing 
team, SIGN UP for a limited 30-minute 
consult with our creative director.
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MAKE IT HAPPEN MANLY
P.O. Box 167
Manly NSW 1655
+61 2 8076 9090
info@mih.com.au

MAKE IT HAPPEN SYDNEY CBD 
Level 19, 1 O’Connell Street
Sydney NSW 2000 
+61 2 8249 1817 
cbd@mih.com.au

Let’s talk challenges... 
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